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Testimonials

“Mohammed is a rare person that understands how to adeptly bridge between the Dinosaurs in the utility industry and
the high flyers in the renewable energy industry. Given the investment potential in the utility industry his unique skills to
meet the needs of both sides is rare indeed.”
Jigar Shah, Founder and Former CEO
SunEdison

“Mohammed is simply the finest financial advisor in his field. While at Duke Energy, we hired Mohammed several times
for acquisitions. Not only was he deeply knowledgeable, but he would never compromise his principles just to get a deal
done. My 30+ years of experience with bankers and advisors has taught me that they typically can expound on
generalities, but are short on details. Not Mohammed. He can switch easily from lofty tax policies to the intricacies of
financial modeling. I highly recommend him with the greatest confidence.”
James Lance, Head, Solar Energy and VP of Business Development
Duke Energy Generation Services

“In 10 years of knowing and working with Mohammed, I have found him both forthright and intellectually nimble. These
qualities, combined with his deal experience, give him a grounded perspective that he uses to find innovative solutions to
transactions. Mohammed's long tenure in the renewables sector has given him a keen insight into the ever‐changing
market dynamics as well as a substantive knowledge of the various applied technologies. He approaches his work with
high levels of thoroughness and professionalism that underscore why Mohammed is one of the most insightful and
effective people in the renewable industry.”
Steve Voorhees, Founder and Former CEO
Ridgeline Energy

“Mohammed is one of the best renewable energy consultants and deal‐makers in the business and has excellent
relationships in the solar and wind industries across both the technology companies as well as IPP's and utilities. We
worked with Mohammed at eSolar as well as Suntrough Energy with great results.”
Asif Ansari, CEO
eSolar and Suntrough Energy

“Mohammed has broad and deep knowledge of the renewable investment space. He makes it his business to know what
is going on now and how more value might be created from it. He has a good sense of which parties might be brought
together to get things done. His long experience with complex capital structures and large energy infrastructure
transactions arms him with practical structuring approaches to a wide variety of project and deal circumstances.”
Matthew McGrath, President
PSEG Global

“Mohammed is a very bright and resourceful executive who is particularly skilled in structuring, negotiating and
executing energy finance transactions, especially in the wind‐power space. He was a highly valued member of the Fortis
Bank energy finance team.”
John Connors, Chief Operating Officer
Fortis Bank ‐ US

“I am pleased to recommend Mohammed as a very experienced and highly creative project finance expert. His
performance on our work together while he was with Fortis Capital was knowledgeable, efficient, and professional. It
was then and continues to be a pleasure to work with him.”
Rohn Crabtree, Senior Vice President
Calpine Corporation
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